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Abstract

Introduction. Time is an essential element in medical data and knowledge which is intrinsically connected with medical reasoning
tasks. Many temporal reasoning mechanisms use constraint-based approaches. Our previous research demonstrates that electronic
discharge summaries can be modeled as a simple temporal problem (STP).

Objective. To categorize temporal expressions in clinical narrative text and to propose and evaluate a temporal constraint struc-
ture designed to model this temporal information and to support the implementation of higher-level temporal reasoning.

Methods. A corpus of 200 random discharge summaries across 18 years was applied in a grounded approach to construct a rep-
resentation structure. Then, a subset of 100 discharge summaries was used to tally the frequency of each identified time category and
the percentage of temporal expressions modeled by the structure. Fifty random expressions were used to assess inter-coder
agreement.

Results. Six main categories of temporal expressions were identified. The constructed temporal constraint structure models time
over which an event occurs by constraining its starting time and ending time. It includes a set of fields for the endpoint(s) of an event,
anchor information, qualitative and metric temporal relations, and vagueness. In 100 discharge summaries, 1961 of 2022 (97%) iden-
tified temporal expressions were effectively modeled using the temporal constraint structure. Inter-coder evaluation of 50 expressions
yielded exact match in 90%, partial match with trivial differences in 8%, partial match with large differences in 2%, and total mis-
match in 0%.

Conclusion. The proposed temporal constraint structure embodies a sufficient and successful implementation method to encode
the diversity of temporal information in discharge summaries. Placing data within the structure provides a foundational represen-
tation upon which further reasoning, including the addition of domain knowledge and other post-processing to implement an STP,
can be accomplished.
� 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

During the last two decades, researches with different
backgrounds, perspectives and objectives have actively
conducted research on temporal representation and rea-
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soning in medicine. They have attempted to bring
together the fundamental methodologies and techniques
from different disciplines, including artificial intelli-
gence, database management, and biomedical informat-
ics, to facilitate medical decision making. In general,
automated reasoning with temporal data can enhance
our understanding of the dynamics of medical phenom-
ena such as symptoms, diagnoses, and interventions and
may potentially improve both patient care and medical
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research. A good amount of work has been published.
Two review articles [1,2] present detailed summarization
and analysis of this area.

Predominant representations of temporal expressions
in the medical informatics literature have consisted of
time-date stamps (e.g. 5/7/2003) or durations (e.g. 3
days) stored in clinical databases for the purposes of
temporal database storage and retrieval [3–5], temporal
abstraction [6–9], and other temporal reasoning systems
[1,2]. Important issues such as temporal granularity and
indeterminacy [10–12], in addition to other data model-
ing and processing issues have been studied, e.g. Camp-
bell [13] represented time by time-stamping clinical data
with explicit calendar-date and clock-time values.

Effective use of temporal information from narrative
clinical notes within the electronic medical record
(EMR) represents an imperative challenge for informat-
ics researchers. Representing and reasoning with tempo-
ral information contained in narrative data is crucial to
the field of natural language processing (NLP) and to
the larger field of medical informatics, which will allow
NLP output to be modeled temporally with other clini-
cal information, as well as allowing the data to be added
to clinical databases and integrated with data from other
sources and format. This in turn will allow analysis of
medical processes that require temporal reasoning.

Despite recent progress in medical NLP techniques
for biomedical applications such as information retriev-
al, text summarization, and medical error detection [14–
22], temporal information from the narrative has not
been widely exploited. While some medical NLP systems
have represented absolute dates and times and other
simple time structures, the capabilities of these systems
for temporal reasoning tasks are limited. For example,
simple tasks such as detecting events from texts occur-
ring some time before or after another event (e.g. 48 h)
are difficult using current NLP techniques [17]. To aug-
ment the performance of these systems, it is imperative
to achieve improved temporal representations and tem-
poral reasoning with NLP data [1,23–25].

Temporal information in medical text exhibits com-
plex and unique characteristics [24–26]. For instance,
relative time is more prevalent compared with absolute
time (e.g. two days ago rather than on January 7th,
2004). In addition, medical events are often temporally
related with each other qualitatively (e.g. fever was be-
fore rash) or quantitatively (e.g. fever started 3 days be-

fore rash). There are also many medically-specific terms
and phrases (e.g. hospital day #4). To use temporal
information of these types effectively, a significant lin-
guistic analysis must be done in conjunction with the
application of medical domain knowledge.

Currently, there is limited work published on repre-
senting temporal expressions from medical text. The
European Committee for Standardization (CEN) [27]
has built a formal temporal representation scheme, but
its main purpose was to build a standard for data ex-
change amongst healthcare information systems. John-
son [25] proposed a graph-based framework for
representing the chronological structure of a clinical
text, but the framework assumed that the text had al-
ready been processed by an NLP system.

In this study, we built a structure to formally capture
the necessary elements of temporal expressions to orient
an event on a timeline, specify its duration, and deter-
mine the order of an event with respect to other events
as they are described in the text. Our method also aimed
to accomplish this representation in an expressive,
sound, and unambiguous manner. The proposed tempo-
ral constraint structure expands the functionality of
existing NLP systems for processing temporal informa-
tion, with the ultimate goal of facilitating higher-level
temporal reasoning mechanisms, specifically by allowing
for the addition of domain knowledge and integration of
NLP extracted data, as well as supporting reasoning
about temporal information.
2. Background

Many formalisms for representing and reasoning
about temporal knowledge have been proposed using
constraint-based approaches [28–33]. In general, these
methods use network-based representations, where each
node represents a time point and each arc represents
temporal constraints which indicate possible temporal
relationships between the time points. Each of these
methods, however, varies in its expressive power as well
as computational tractability. These two characteristics
of temporal formalisms tend to be opposing. A method
which achieves a suitable tradeoff will be useful for med-
ical informatics applications.

Previously, we demonstrated [24] that among these
temporal reasoning mechanisms a Simple Temporal
Problem (STP), also formally referred to as a Simple
Temporal Constraint Satisfaction Problem (STCSP)
[31], was sufficient to represent most temporal assertions
in discharge summaries and might be useful for encod-
ing the EMR. An STP is a subset of a Temporal Con-
straint Satisfaction Problem (TCSP) as proposed by
Dechter et al [31]. Unlike a TCSP, an STP does not sup-
port temporal disjunctions; that is, it only allows at most
one interval constraint on any two time points. In es-
sence, an STP supports metric relations among points,
time points anchored in absolute time, and primitive Al-
len interval relationships [34]; these structures are also
efficient and can be solved by polynomial time algo-
rithms [31,35]. We previously modeled electronic dis-
charge summaries as an STP [24]. Each medical event
was modeled as an interval with a start and finish. All
assertions about events were manually encoded using
temporal information in the report, and mapped to the
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Fig. 1. A simple temporal constraint graph represents Example 2.1. (1,
start of headache; 2, start of fever; 3, start of medication; 4, start of
admission. Numbers in bracket indicates the temporal constraints
between two time points. The finish of each event is equal or after the
start of the event by default. The nodes representing the finish of the
events are not shown in figure for simplicity.)
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model as constraints. A modified all-paired-shortest-
paths algorithm was used to derive more information,
and the domain was restricted further. Hripcsak et al.
[24] contains further details of the modeling process.
Fig. 1 depicts a simple temporal constraint graph mod-
eling Example 2.1.

Example 2.1. The patient had headache about 2–3
three days before admission. Fever started one day
after headache started. The patient took some medica-
tion for the fever before admission.

Though Dechter�s paper [31] provided a formal
framework for processing temporal constraints, the
question of how this representation can be obtained
automatically from natural language has not been ad-
dressed. Important issues should be studied before
applying the STP, including uncertainty, granularity,
vagueness, ambiguity, possible sources and solutions
for contradiction, as well as implicit constraints based
on domain knowledge and linguistic analysis.

Our plan was to build upon our earlier work [24],
which proposed that clinical narrative reports can be
represented as STPs, with the ultimate objective of
developing a comprehensive treatment of temporal
information in medical narratives. We presented system
architecture in [26], which includes temporal informa-
tion annotation, extraction, and reasoning by incorpo-
rating NLP techniques, domain knowledge, efficient
reasoning algorithms, and other applicable methods.
Fig. 2 shows how the information flows from the origi-
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Fig. 2. How the information flows from the original clinical narrative to tim
assertions; TCS 0, modified assertions using linguistic and domain knowledge
temporal relationships. The generalizablilty of the temporal constraint structu
nal clinical narrative to time-oriented information for
medical applications. The formal structure introduced
in this paper is an important step towards these goals,
as the structure can be used to (1) integrate these expres-
sions with domain knowledge, (2) incorporate context-
based knowledge output from the general NLP system,
and (3) finally implement these expressions as an STP.
In addition, the generalizability of the proposed tempo-
ral constraint structure allows the structured informa-
tion to be applied to other reasoning approaches.

We chose discharge summaries as our study corpus
for several reasons. First, discharge summaries are con-
cise clinical reports that describe: (1) the history of pres-
ent illness leading up to admission; (2) evaluation,
progression, and assessment (including procedures,
treatments or services provided) of the patient during
hospitalization; (3) discharge appraisals and diagnoses;
and (4) follow-up plans. Thus, data from discharge sum-
maries represent a comprehensive picture of a patient�s
hospital course. Second, discharge summaries are
importantly often electronically accessible and can be
successfully parsed by available NLP systems and used
to facilitate different informatics applications.
3. Methods

3.1. Temporal constraint structure

A corpus of 200 random discharge summaries from
the Columbia University Medical Center data reposito-
ry, which covers the period of 1987 to 2004 and contain-
ing 134,322 words in total, was used in a bottom-up,
grounded approach to create a model framework for
medical temporal information encoding. As different
expressions were examined, patterns were recognized,
and natural categories were identified empirically. To
evaluate the diversity of temporal expressions in clinical
narratives, the distribution of these categories they fall
in, a subset of 100 discharge summaries was used to tally
the frequency of each major category of temporal
expressions and their subcategories.
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e-oriented information for applications is shown. TCS, raw temporal
; STP, assertions recast as mathematical constraints; STP 0, all known
re allows the information to be applied to other reasoning approaches.
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An iterative process was conducted to develop the
model. One author (LZ, an informatics Ph.D. candidate
with a medical degree) examined all the temporal expres-
sions in each category, and the initial model was pro-
posed by collaborating with another author (GH, an
informatics faculty member and internist). Then the
model was presented to the other authors and to a clin-
ical data mining research group for further modification.
As such, after several rounds of revision and enhance-
ment, the final formal representation entitled the tempo-

ral constraint structure was constructed.
We adopted a broad definition of medical events, as

previously described [24], where a medical event is de-
fined as a process with a start and finish (e.g. a proce-
dure), the presence of a state for some period of time
(e.g. the presence of nausea), or an instantaneous change
(e.g. death). Our initial analysis revealed that medical
events could be conceptualized as occurring as an inter-
val with two endpoints where the finish point is never
before the start point. Furthermore, temporal expres-
sions assert when and how long events occur. Thus, it
appeared to be possible to represent temporal expres-
sions by placing an endpoint of the event in a relative
time line and determining the relative or metric relation-
ship between the endpoint and the anchor in the expres-
sion. The temporal constraint structure was developed
based on the above conception. For example, for the
statement ‘‘The fever started two days before admission,’’
we can infer that ‘‘the start (an endpoint of an event) of
fever (a medical event) is 2 days before (quantity, time
unit along with direction) admission (an anchor).’’ The
structure contains a set of components in a formal
way and represents this information soundly and
unambiguously.

3.2. Evaluation of the temporal constraint structure

In the 100 discharge summaries, the percentage of
temporal expressions modeled by the temporal con-
straint structure was calculated. To assess the reliability
of coding, a subset of 50 random temporal expressions
was encoded by another author (GH). Raw inter-coder
agreement was calculated for encoding temporal expres-
sions using the temporal constraint structure. Four crite-
ria of match were defined, including exact match, partial
match with trivial differences, partial match with large
differences, and total mismatch. Partial match with triv-
ial differences indicates minor differences due to reasons
such as naming and typographic error. Partial match
with large differences indicates subtle differences due to
reasons such as ambiguous context. These differences
do not affect the original meaning of the temporal
expression upon which the two coders agree with each
other. In contrast, total mismatch means that the struc-
tures encoded by the two coders for the same expression
have totally different meanings.
It is important to note that the expressions that were
modeled in the evaluation were historical events (things
that are recorded in the discharge summaries as having
happened before the summaries were written). Hypo-
thetical events, including medical plans/follow-up plans,
therapeutic plans, and prognosis, are beyond the scope
of this paper. Though the temporal constraint structure
can be applied to hypothetical events, they were mod-
eled as statement of the plan, for example, ‘‘thiamine
100 mg p.o. q.d.’’ was modeled as a statement of a pa-
tient�s medication.
4. Results

In this section, we start by examining the diversity of
temporal information in clinical narrative data, and then
answer the question whether we can model all the tem-
poral expressions in the test set using the temporal con-
straint structure. We organize most part of this section
by temporal categories. This may also help readers to
gain a composite view of the modeled data.

Analysis of temporal expressions in the overall cor-
pus of discharge summaries identified six major catego-
ries of temporal expressions: ‘‘date and time,’’ ‘‘relative
date and time,’’ ‘‘duration,’’ ‘‘event-dependent temporal
expression,’’ ‘‘fuzzy time,’’ and ‘‘recurring times.’’ Some
of these classes were naturally arranged into subcatego-
ries. Two thousand and twenty-two temporal expres-
sions contained in the subset of 100 discharges
summaries were manually categorized and the frequency
of each category was calculated. The results are shown
in Table 1 and exhibit the diversity of temporal expres-
sions in the corpus. Some temporal expressions fell into
more than one category. However, for simplification,
each expression was classified into only one category
according to which category was judged by the coder
as the predominant feature of the temporal expression.
For example, ‘‘two days before admission’’ has a dura-
tion, and it is anchored by an event ‘‘admission.’’ There-
fore, we classified it as an event-dependent temporal
expression. The scope of each category is introduced
in Section 4.1.

Each category is discussed in detail in the context of
the final constructed model. Most of the temporal
expressions were modeled using the temporal constraint
structure. However, two special issues need to be ad-
dressed here: (1) expressions that were modeled in our
evaluation were historical events. Since medication dos-
ing was also considered a medical plan, we folded the
medical dosing into the event name so that the frequen-
cy information was preserved. Other recurring events
were modeled in a similar way. The occurrences of med-
ical dosing varied in discharge summaries. However, to
show overall occurrences of other recurring events, we
counted them in Table 1. (2) Similar to their treatment



Table 1
The different categories, subcategories of temporal expressions in 100 discharge summaries

Categories Subcategories Frequency (%) Examples

Date and time Date 731 (36.15) On 01/25/1991, in May, in 2000 (admission, discharge,
dictation, and transcription date contained in each report
were also counted)

Time of day 17 (0.84) At 5:30, at 4 pm
Part of day 33 (1.63) In the morning, at night, am
Time Range 9 (0.45) From October 20 to the 31st
Conjunction 1 (0.05) Between January 22nd and 28th
Disjunction 0 (0.00) On April 4th or 6th
Others 8 (0.40) Weekdays, seasons, holidays, etc.
Subtotal 799 (39.52)

Relative date and time Yesterday, today, tomorrow 7 (0.35) Yesterday, today, tomorrow
Past/next (time unit) 16 (0.79) The next day, in the past month
(A period of time) Ago/later 59 (2.92) 25 years ago, 3 h later
In/within (a period of time) 28 (1.38) Within three days, in the last four days
Subtotal 110 (5.44)

Duration Treatment duration 41 (2.03) A 10 days of antituberculous
Others 144 (7.12) For the past 3 years, for 10 min
Subtotal 185 (9.15)

Event-dependent temporal expressions

Key events Admission 161 (7.96) One week prior to admission, on admission
Specific hospital day 19 (0.94) On the second hospital day
Hospital stay 38 (1.88) During the hospitalization, during this admission
Discharge 56 (2.77) By the date of discharge
Operation 96 (4.75) On post-operative day #1, post-operatively
Other key events 16 (0.79) Parturition, transfer
Previous hospitalization 10 (0.49) Last hospitalization
Subtotal 396 (19.58)

Other events 172 (8.51) She has noted dizziness since the car accident
Subtotal 568 (28.09)

Fuzzy time Past 175 (8.65) Status post, history of hypertension, in the past
Present 42 (2.08) Now, currently
Future 3 (0.15) In the future
This time/that time 79 (3.91) At that time, in that same month
Non-specific time 23 (1.14) His mood was lowest in the morning
Subtotal 322 (15.92)

Recurring time 38 (1.88) He felt guilty almost everyday (medicine dosing was not
counted)

Total 2022 (100.00)
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by others [36], temporal adjectives and adverbs such as
‘‘occasional’’ and ‘‘chronic’’ were also folded into the
event names due to their lack of specific meaning and
for practical reasons. For example, for ‘‘occasional’’ in
‘‘occasional cough for three months,’’ the event would
be ‘‘occasional cough’’ and time duration modeled would
be ‘‘three months.’’ These expressions were not counted
in Table 1.

From these fundamental principles and empirical
observations, we built a representation to incorporate
temporal expressions, entitled the temporal constraint

structure. The proposed temporal constraint structure
contains a set of fields that construct a constraint inter-
val(s) and constrain the start and the finish of medical
events. Assertions generally specify the constraint inter-
val by stating an explicit time (e.g. a date) or by stating
an anchoring event (e.g. admission), or by applying a
temporal operation to an anchor (e.g. two weeks before
admission). The definition of each field of the temporal
constraint structure and possible values are described in
Table 2. The example, ‘‘his cough started at least two

weeks before admission,’’ is conceptualized into a time
line as shown in Fig. 3. For this temporal assertion,
the event (cough) itself is an interval with a start and a
finish. We construct a constraint interval, which is a
semi-bounded interval having an endpoint at two weeks
before the Start of admission (Sa), to constrain the start
of the event interval (Start of cough—Sc). Sc is con-
strained to occur within the constraint interval. In addi-
tion, note that two weeks before Sa, while it appears to
specify a point, actually generates an interval (or a time
range). The author of that phrase does not intend to



Table 2
Fields of the temporal constraint structure

Fields Definition Values

event_pointa Endpoint(s) (the start and/or finish) of the event;
constrained by the temporal expression values

Start, finish, both (e.g. ‘‘the myocardial infarction

occurred on July 5, 2002’’) , or unspecified (the
endpoint of the event being constrained is not
explicitly stated in the text)

anchora Constraining time point (e.g. in ‘‘he had an

operation on October 1st, 2004 ,’’ the anchor is
2004-10-01)

A calendar date, a time of day, a relative date or
time, an event, or a time reference which may have
values of narrative reference, previous reference

and now. (e.g. ‘‘at that time’’ can be encoded as
previous reference)

anchor_ point If anchor is an event, the endpoint of the event is
specified

Start, finish, both, or unspecified, which are similar
to event_ point (e.g. to encode ‘‘after the radiation
therapy,’’ anchor is radiation therapy and the
anchor_ point is finish)

anchor_modifier Indicates the stage of a period of time, or the
course of an event (e.g. anchor ‘‘1980s’’ in ‘‘early

1980s’’ has a modifier of ‘‘early’’)

Early, mid, and late

relationa A temporal relation between an endpoint of an
event and its anchor or interval(s) constructed by
the constraint structure with respect to the anchor

Equal, before, equal or before, after and equal or

after

time_unit Unit for measuring time periods Second, minute, hour, day, week, month, and year

quantity Specified or indefinite number or amount for
measuring the length of a time period

A number, a vague quantifier (e.g. many, a few),
or unspecified (e.g. for years)

direction Indicates the direction of an interval relative to its
anchor

Minus (in the past), plus (in the future), or both

(e.g. within two days)
interval_operator Characterizes an endpoint of the event; determines

whether an endpoint of an event occurred a
specified duration away from the anchor (jump),
or any time between the anchor and a specified
duration away from the anchor (drag)

Jump (e.g. two days ago), or drag (e.g. within the

last two days)

vagueness Indicates if a vagueness modifier is contained
within the expression (e.g. approximately, about,
roughly, and more or less)

Yes

a These fields are required for the temporal constraint structure.
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specify a point that is an exact number of seconds before
Sa, but rather to provide a range (e.g. two weeks plus or
minus some vagueness factor). We initially map the
Cough 

Time line 

Sc 

2 weeks 

Fc 

Admission 
Sa 

Fig. 3. Example temporal expression ‘‘his cough started at least two

weeks before admission’’ modeled on a time line, depicting the event
‘‘cough’’ anchored by ‘‘admission.’’ (Sc, start of cough; Fc, finish of
cough; Sa, start of admission; the bars represent the vagueness of the
temporal information, which widen the limits of the constraints) The
example can be captured using the constraint structure as follows: (note
that there is a difference between the constraint structure and the figure
about ‘‘2 weeks.’’ In the temporal constraint structure, we used the exact
number of time units as it was stated. However, later on in our post-
processor, we will convert this exact number to a time range to represent
the vagueness of the information, which is shown as a bar) event =
‘‘cough’’; event_point = ‘‘start’’; relation = ‘‘equal_or_before’’; quanti-
ty = ‘‘2’’; time_unit = ‘‘week’’; direction = ‘‘minus’’; interval_ operat-
ior = ‘‘jump’’; anchor = ‘‘admission’’; anchor_point = ‘‘start’’.
phrase to a temporal constraint structure that looks as
if it specifies time points to represent what is stated,
but then we can use knowledge to generate wider con-
straint intervals in a post-processing stage.

The details of representing temporal information
using the temporal constraint structure are introduced
as follows by categories. Table 3 includes several repre-
sentative examples for each category with accompanying
pictorial illustrations.
4.1. Major categories of temporal expressions in modeling

with the temporal constraint structure

4.1.1. Date and time
Often, temporal expressions are stated in terms of a

calendar dating system (typically identified by its calen-
dar year/month/date), date-of-week (e.g. Monday, Tues-
day, and Saturday) time-of-day system (expressed by
unit of time—hour, minute, and second), part-of-day

(e.g. morning, evening, daytime, and a.m.), or four sea-

sons (e.g. spring, summer, autumn, and winter). To rep-
resent these date and time expressions using the
constraint structure, the expression is represented with



Table 3
Examples of temporal expressions encoded by the temporal constraint structure with pictorial illustration

Statement Figure Temporal constraint structure encoding

4.1.1. Date and Time

4.1.1.1. He was a heavy smoker until 1984 event = ‘‘smoking’’; event_point = ‘‘finish’’; anchor = ‘‘1984’’;
relation = ‘‘equal’’

4.1.1.2. the myocardial infarction occurred

on January 5th,2003
event = ‘‘myocardial infarction’’; event_point = ‘‘both’’;
anchor = ‘‘2003-01-05’’; relation = ‘‘equal’’

4.1.1.3. The patient was treated from

October 20th to the 31st with clindamycin.
event = ‘‘treat with clindamycin’’; event_point1 = ‘‘start’’;
anchor1 = ‘‘��10�20’’; relation1 = ‘‘equal’’;
event_point2 = ‘‘finish’’; anchor2 = ‘‘��10�31’’;
relation2 = ‘‘equal’’

4.1.1.4 He had flu between Jan.3rd and Jan.

10th,2003
event = ‘‘flu’’; event_point1 = ‘‘start’’; anchor1 = ‘‘2003-01-03’’;
relation1 = ‘‘equal or after’’; event_point2 = ‘‘finish’’;
anchor2 = ‘‘2003-01-10’’; relation2 = ‘‘equal or before’’

4.1.2. Relative date and time
4.1.2.1. Her rash started today event = ‘‘rash’’; event_point = ‘‘start’’; anchor = ‘‘today’’;

relation = ‘‘equal’’

4.1.2.2. He had a laminectomy about 25

years ago

event = ‘‘laminectomy’’; event_point = ‘‘unspecified’’;
anchor = ‘‘narrative_reference’’; relation = ‘‘equal’’;
quantity = ‘‘25’’*; time_unit = ‘‘year’’; direction = ‘‘minus’’;
interval_operator = ‘‘jump’’; vagueness = ‘‘yes’’

4.1.2.3. One month later, he was transfused

three units of packed cells.
event = ‘‘transfusion’’; event_point = ‘‘unspecified’’;
anchor = ‘‘narrative_reference’’; relation = ‘‘equal’’;
quantity = ‘‘1’’*; time_unit = ‘‘month’’; direction = ‘‘plus’’;
interval_operator = ‘‘jump’’

4.1.2.4. The patient had an orthopedic

clinic visit within the last three days.
event = ‘‘orthopedic clinic visit’’; event_point = ‘‘unspecified’’;
anchor = ‘‘narrative_reference’’; relation = ‘‘equal’’;
quantity = ‘‘3’’*; time_unit = ‘‘day’’; direction = ‘‘minus’’;
interval_operator = ‘‘drag’’
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Table 3 (continued)

Statement Figure Temporal constraint structure encoding

4.1.2.5. She has had decreased appetite in

the last four days

event = ‘‘decreased appetite’’; event_point = ‘‘unspecified’’;
anchor = ‘‘narrative_reference’’; relation = ‘‘equal’’;
quantity = ‘‘4’’*; time_unit = ‘‘day’’; direction = ‘‘minus’’;
interval_operator = ‘‘drag’’

4.1.3. Duration

4.1.3.1. The pain lasted for 2 days event = ‘‘pain’’; event_point = ‘‘start’’; anchor = ‘‘event’’;
anchor_point = ‘‘finish’’; relation = ‘‘equal’’; quantity = ‘‘2’’*;
time_unit = ‘‘day’’; direction = ‘‘minus’’;
interval_operator = ‘‘jump’’

4.1.3.2. He has a history of hypertension

for the past 3 years.

event = ‘‘hypertension’’; event_point1 = ‘‘start’’;
anchor1 = ‘‘narrative_reference’’; relation1 = ‘‘equal’’;
quantity1 = ‘‘3’’*; time_unit1 = ‘‘year’’; direction1 = ‘‘minus’’;
interval_operator1 = ‘‘jump’’; event_point2 = ‘‘finish’’;
anchor2 = ‘‘narrative_reference’’; relation2 = ‘‘equal or after’’

4.1.3.3. She had upper respiratory infection

for the past 4 to 5 days

event = ‘‘upper respiratory infection’’; event_point1 = ‘‘start’’;
anchor1 = ‘‘narrative_reference’’; relation1 = ‘‘equal’’;
quantity1A = ‘‘4’’*; time_unit1A = ‘‘day’’; quantity1B = ‘‘5’’*;

time_unit1B = ‘‘day’’; direction1 = ‘‘minus’’;

interval_operator1 = ‘‘jump’’; event_point2 = ‘‘finish’’;

anchor2 = ‘‘narrative_reference’’; relation2 = ‘‘equal or after’’

4.1.4. Event-dependent temporal expression
4.1.4.1. He had a fever one week prior to

admission

event = ‘‘fever’’; event_point = ‘‘unspecified’’ ;
anchor = ‘‘admission’’; anchor_point = ‘‘start’’;
relation = ‘‘equal’’; quantity = ‘‘1’’*; time_unit = ‘‘week’’;
direction = ‘‘minus’’; interval_operator = ‘‘jump’’

4.1.4.2. During this hospitalization, he had

a blood transfusion.
event = ‘‘transfusion’’; event_point1 = ‘‘start’’;
anchor1 = ‘‘admission’’; anchor_point1 = ‘‘start’’;
relation1 = ‘‘equal or after’’; event_point2 = ‘‘finish’’;
anchor2 = ‘‘discharge’’; anchor_point2 = ‘‘finish’’;
relation2 = ‘‘equal or before’’

4.1.4.3. EMS arrived about 20 minutes

after the ingestion

event = ‘‘EMS arrived’’; event_point = ‘‘unspecified’’;
anchor = ‘‘ingestion’’; anchor_point = ‘‘finish’’; relation = ‘‘equal’’;
quantity = ‘‘20’’*; time_unit = ‘‘minute’’; direction = ‘‘plus’’;
interval_operator = ‘‘jump’’; vagueness = ‘‘yes’’

(continued on next page)
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Table 3 (continued)

Statement Figure Temporal constraint structure encoding

4.1.5. Fuzzy time

4.1.5.1. She had appendectomy in the past event = ‘‘appendectomy’’; event_point = ‘‘unspecified’’;
anchor = ‘‘now’’; relation = ‘‘before’’

4.1.5.2. Diagnosis of astrocytoma was

made at that time

event = ‘‘diagnosis of astrocytoma’’; event_point = ‘‘unspecified’’;
anchor = ‘‘previous_reference’’; relation = ‘‘equal’’

4.1.5.3. He subsequently developed a rash. event = ‘‘rash’’; event_point = ‘‘start’’;
anchor = ‘‘previous_reference’’; relation = ‘‘after’’

4.1.6. Recurring times
4.1.6.1. Thiamine 100 mg p.o. q.d. for two

weeks

event = ‘‘Thiamine 100 mg p.o. q.d.’’; event_point = ‘‘start’’;
anchor = ‘‘event’’; anchor_point = ‘‘finish.’’; relation = ‘‘equal’’;
quantity = ‘‘2’’*; time_unit = ‘‘week’’; direction = ‘‘minus’’;
interval_operator = ‘‘jump’’

4.2. Temporal modifiers and indefinite numbers

4.2.1. Low WBC lasted for more than four

weeks

event = ‘‘low WBC’’; event_point = ‘‘start’’; anchor = ‘‘event’’;
anchor_point = ‘‘finish’’; relation = ‘‘before’’; quantity = ‘‘4’’*
time_unit = ‘‘week’’; direction = ‘‘minus’’;
interval_operator = ‘‘jump’’

4.2.2. He had a fever more than 3 days

later

event = ‘‘fever’’; event_point = ‘‘unspecified’’;
anchor = ‘‘narrative_reference’’; relation = ‘‘after’’;
quantity = ‘‘3’’*; time_unit = ‘‘day’’; direction = ‘‘plus’’;
interval_operator = ‘‘jump’’

Sa: the start of admission; Fd: the finish of discharge; NR: narrative_reference; PR: previous_reference; a line indicates the time over which an event
occurs, with a circle on the end indicating the start or the finish is known and without a circle on the end indicating the start or the finish is
unspecified. Similar to Fig. 3, there is a difference between the temporal constraint structures and the figures about the length of time. In the temporal
constraint structures, we used the exact number of time units as it was stated. However, later on in our postprocessor, we will convert this exact
number to a time range to represent the vagueness of the temporal information, which is shown as bars in the figures and marked with * in the
structures.
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an anchor (using ISO 8601 standard to format the time
[37]). Importantly, relation is typically the temporal
preposition located just before the time (e.g. the relation
for ‘‘on 2000-01-01’’ is encoded as ‘‘equal’’).

We observed features of time range and conjoined

time with date and time expressions. Time range, as
demonstrated in example 4.1.1.3., has a beginning and
ending point indicating a duration over which an event
lasts. This kind of temporal information constrains both
the start and the finish of an event using the two end-
points of the time range serving as anchors, respectively.
Conjoined time includes those expressions with conjunc-
tion (e.g. Example 4.1.1.4.) and disjunction (e.g. ‘‘The

patient will have a surgery on April 4th or 6th’’). A tem-
poral expression with conjunction also gives a range of
time. However, it constrains the start and the finish of
an event by locating them at a specific time points within
that range. Though disjunction may occur in the context
of scheduling (e.g. follow-up plan), we only found one
case of disjunction (‘‘Follow up in clinic on 5/2 or 5/9’’)
in 200 discharge summaries.

Several issues regarding granularity and relations

should also be mentioned. Temporal granularity for his-
torical events was usually year. On the other hand, time
expressions for most recent events were typically speci-
fied using the format date. The most frequent preposi-
tions observed within the corpus were on (date) and in

(month/year). Other common prepositions included un-

til, since, and by. Week-day, part-of-day, time-of-day
and season information were not commonly observed.
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Week-day was often used in the context of a treatment
plan; for example, ‘‘Coumadin 2.5 milligrams Monday,
Wednesday, Friday’’ indicates dosing information for
the medication Coumadin.

4.1.2. Relative date and time
Examples of relative date and time include ‘‘today,’’

‘‘next year,’’ ‘‘two days ago,’’ and ‘‘within the last

month.’’ The reference time for this type of temporal
expression varies with the individual report or author.
The process of determining the values for the temporal
constraint structure requires knowledge of the author�s
perspective of time of when the text was composed or
whether there was a time reference from the text�s con-
text with a relative date and time to which expressions
can refer.

Since hospitalizations usually occur over days, resolv-
ing expressions whose granularity is month or year can
typically be straightforward. For example, ‘‘last year’’
can be resolved relative to discharge date. However, rel-
ative date and time with finer granularity, such as ‘‘to-

day’’ and ‘‘several minutes ago,’’ should probably be
interpreted differently according to the relative position
or document section of the expression within the dis-
charge summary.

Several example expressions in Table 3 depict relative
date and time using relative anchors (e.g. ‘‘narrative_ref-

erence,’’ indicating the author�s perspective of time when
she/he is writing). The temporal constraint structure
represents relative time in a manner that attempts to
maintain the meaning of original expression as much
as possible, so as to make follow-up higher-level pro-
cessing possible. While beyond the scope of this paper,
complex linguistic analysis and domain knowledge are
needed to formally resolve these expressions.

Relative date and time temporal expressions can also
be nuanced. For instance, the constraint structures of
Examples 4.1.2.4. and 4.1.2.5. seem similar. Using world
knowledge, we can infer, however, that the event ortho-

pedic clinic visit probably took less than a few hours,
while the event decreased appetite might have persisted
over four days, from four days ago to sometime after
admission. As above, higher level reasoning systems
applying domain knowledge base will be needed to assist
in effectively solving this problem.

4.1.3. Duration

Duration is defined as the difference in time be-
tween two points with explicit information concerning
how long the event lasts. In some cases, only the
length of time is known, and neither endpoint can
be localized within the time line directly or indirectly
using other ‘‘reference time’’ (or previous-reference)
(Example 4.1.3.1). In this case, we treated one of the
endpoints of the event as an anchor (i.e. the finish
point) and constrained the other endpoint (i.e. the
start point). In contrast, other expressions include
terms such as ‘‘last,’’ ‘‘past’’ or ‘‘next’’ indicating a
direction relative to the narrative reference, such as
Examples 4.1.3.2. and 4.1.3.3. Example 4.1.3.2 states
that hypertension was diagnosed 3 years ago from
the narrative time point, admission time. The length
of time of a duration can also be a range (Example
4.1.3.3.), and vague (e.g. about 3 days, and many

years). In clinical reports, durations of treatment are
often stated in the format ‘‘seven days of antibiotics’’
or ‘‘antibiotics times seven days.’’

4.1.4. Event-dependent temporal expression

Event-dependent temporal expressions use events as
anchors. Specifically, endpoint(s) of an event are con-
strained by relating the endpoint(s) to another event.
These expressions can be further divided into two sub-
categories according to the nature of the reference
events using either ‘‘key events’’ or ordinary medical
events.

The first subcategory of expressions is based upon
‘‘key events,’’ which are significant events in the clinical
environment often used as ‘‘time references’’ by health-
care providers. These ‘‘key events’’ include admission,
discharge, operation, transfer, and parturition (Example
4.1.4.1 and 4.1.4.2.). Temporal expressions of this type
include ‘‘two days before admission’’ and ‘‘on hospital

day three.’’ With key events, the actual time of the key
event is often stated in the report explicitly or can be ob-
tained from other available data sources as a follow-up,
higher-level step where the values of these temporal
expressions represented within our structure might be
fully resolved.

The second subcategory of event-dependent expres-
sions uses ordinary medical events. Though we might
not know the exact time of these events, by interpreting
these temporal expressions, the relationship between
two medical events can be chronologically determined
relative to one another. For instance, ‘‘EMS [Emergency

Medical Services] arrived about 20 minutes after the

ingestion’’ (Example 4.1.4.3.), places EMS arrival rela-
tive to the event ingestion.

Temporal conjunctions and prepositions (e.g.
‘‘when,’’ ‘‘before’’ and ‘‘subsequent to’’) play an impor-
tant role in linking events relative to one another and
provide clues to the presence of this class of temporal
expressions. Some causal phrases, such as ‘‘because of’’
and ‘‘secondary to,’’ also indicate temporal sequences.

4.1.5. Fuzzy time

Temporal expressions are sometimes fuzzy. For
example, to determine exact time boundaries for expres-
sions such as ‘‘early morning’’ and ‘‘night’’ can be diffi-
cult. In addition, the anchor for relative date and time
may be uncertain. We observed four main categories
of fuzzy time expressions.
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First, there are a large number of temporal terms
referring to the past, present, or future in a general sense
(e.g. ‘‘in the past,’’ ‘‘now’’). Expressions that refer to the
past are mostly used to describe the patient�s medical
history; for example, ‘‘she had an appendectomy in the

past.’’ To represent these temporal expressions, we des-
ignate the value of anchor as ‘‘now’’ with the value of
relation ‘‘before’’ to signify the past (Example 4.1.5.1.).

The second type of fuzzy time expressions is com-
posed of those temporal expressions that do not refer
to a specific time. This subclass of expressions would in-
clude such statements as: ‘‘his mood was lowest in the

morning’’ and ‘‘he admits to deep sadness at times.’’
The information in these expressions speaks to charac-
teristics of the health problem; the expressions cannot
be localized along the time line, and the expressions can-
not be used to link events. Therefore, we did not repre-
sent these expressions with our temporal constraint
structure.

Third, temporal expressions, such as ‘‘at this time,’’
‘‘at that point,’’ and ‘‘during this time,’’ refer to a time
mentioned in previous content. An example of this type
of expression is: ‘‘Approximately four years ago, he expe-

rienced bifrontal headaches. He visited doctors several

times. . . . Diagnosis of astrocytoma was made at that
time. . ..’’ From the context of this example, however,
the temporal location for ‘‘at that time’’ is ambiguous.
For the purposes of representation, anchor would be
the assigned ‘‘previous_reference’’ and relation would
be assigned ‘‘equal,’’ with resolution of these statements
perhaps possible with the addition of higher-level lin-
guistic analysis and domain knowledge (Example
4.1.5.2.).

The fourth type of fuzzy temporal expression is the
use of temporal adjectives such as ‘‘previous,’’ ‘‘subse-

quent,’’ and ‘‘chronic’’ and temporal adverbs such as
‘‘subsequently,’’ ‘‘afterward,’’ and ‘‘lately.’’ These tempo-
ral adjectives and adverbs indicate whether the events
happened before, equal, or after ‘‘now’’ (or previ-
ous_reference) (Example 4.1.5.3.). Some temporal adjec-
tives and adverbs, such as ‘‘gradual,’’ ‘‘occasional,’’
‘‘abruptly,’’ ‘‘progressively,’’ and ‘‘still,’’ describes a tem-
poral feature of the medical event itself. We did not in-
tend to represent these expressions using our model,
because this descriptive information of the medical event
did not specify the temporal ordering of the event.

4.1.6. Recurring times

Some temporal expressions indicate events which oc-
cur on multiple occasions, typically at regular intervals.
In general, there are several kinds of events which repeat
at regular time intervals. The most common example is
medication dosing (e.g. ‘‘Thiamine 100 mg p.o. q.d.’’).
Theoretically, we can represent these expressions using
a series or a nesting of temporal constraint structures.
In this example, if we were to consider each medication
administration as a separate event, then the start of the
immediately preceding medication dosing is equal to
24 h before the start of next one. We might further as-
sume in this example that the granularity of taking a
per oral medication is at the level of seconds; therefore,
the finish of the previous dosing is before the start of the
next dosing. One difficulty with recurring events is that
the number of times that the event actually occurs is
not usually known (e.g. skipped doses). Furthermore,
the event of medical dosing can also be conceptualized
as a treatment plan. Whether the patient has actually
taken the medication, however, is unknown. As a result,
these events are simply represented as a single interval
modeled for the duration, if available. For example,
for ‘‘Ampicillin 250 mg q.i.d. for five days,’’ we folded
the dosing information into the event name as ‘‘Ampicil-

lin 250 mg q.i.d.,’’ and modeled the duration ‘‘for five

days’’ (also see Example 4.1.6.1.).
Some expressions also exhibit irregularly recurring

events, including expressions where the distance between
each interval is unknown (e.g. ‘‘the patient was somno-

lent and then combative at times’’) or recurrence is uncer-
tain (e.g. ‘‘he felt guilty almost everyday’’). These
expressions are also represented as single intervals.

4.2. Additional temporal modeling issues

The discharge summary corpus also revealed several
other features of temporal expressions, including (1)
temporal modifiers and indefinite numbers and (2) tem-
poral co-references. While these features do not consti-
tute separate categories of expressions (e.g. a temporal
modifier or an indefinite number is a part of a temporal
expression, and temporal co-references may relate to
two temporal expressions in the same category or across
two different categories), they are nevertheless important
issues which were formally considered in the temporal
constraint structure.

4.2.1. Temporal modifiers and indefinite numbers

Temporal modifiers include: (1) part modifiers (15 of
2022 cases), which usually qualify anchors and are rep-
resented by anchor_modifier with the values early, mid,
and late (e.g. ‘‘in the early eighties’’); (2) quantity mod-
ifiers (4 of 2022 cases), which quantify the length of a
duration (e.g. ‘‘for more than four weeks’’) and are rep-
resented using relation; and (3) vague modifiers (60 of
2022 cases) (e.g. ‘‘for approximately six years’’) repre-
sented by vagueness field with value of ‘‘yes.’’ With
quantity modifiers, the value of relation depends on
the value of direction in the same temporal constraint
structure. For example, if the direction is ‘‘minus,’’ indi-
cating that the constrained endpoint of an event is ‘‘in
the past’’ with respect to the anchor, the value of relation
is before for an expression such as ‘‘more than’’ (Example
4.2.1), equal or before for ‘‘no less than,’’ after for ‘‘less
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than,’’ and equal or after for ‘‘at most.’’ If the value of
direction is ‘‘plus,’’ the value of relation should be chan-
ged to its opposite (Example 4.2.2).

In addition, temporal expressions can also have
unspecified or indefinite numbers associated with their
duration. The length of duration sometimes is unspeci-
fied (3 of 2022 cases) (e.g. ‘‘he had back pain for years’’).
For these types of expressions, the value quantity is
‘‘unspecified.’’ In addition, durations may also be de-
scribed with indefinite numbers (64 of 2022 cases) (e.g.
‘‘a few,’’ ‘‘a couple,’’ ‘‘many’’). Since ‘‘many’’ and ‘‘a
few’’ may represent different amounts, we maintained
the original terms as the value of quantity in our imple-
mentation of the temporal constraint structure.

4.2.2. Temporal co-reference

Temporal expressions can co-refer to one other. In
the example, ‘‘. . .on 09/16/2004, the date of admission,
the patient had a chief complaint of chest pain,. . .,’’ 09/

16/2004 and admission refer to the same time point. In
the statement, ‘‘The patient�s medical history was signifi-

cant for an admission in October 12, 2000 with a chief
complaint of bright red blood per rectum. A work up at
that time showed sigmoid cancer. . . ,’’ ‘‘at that time’’ re-
fers to ‘‘October 12, 2000.’’ For the purposes of our
model, each of these references was represented explicit-
ly. Future rules will be needed for later higher-level rea-
soning systems. In the first case, the more specific
expression (the absolute date) might be chosen, while
in the second case, linguistic and domain knowledge
would be required to accomplish the resolution.

4.3. Temporally-related expressions

Some expressions, including medicine-specific expres-
sions, age, and location, are in part temporally-related.
These expressions were not formally modeled in our rep-
resentation but are discussed here, as they might play a
role in future systems which might integrate and include
some of these concepts in a higher-level temporal
abstraction of the EMR.

4.3.1. Medicine-specific expressions

Medical specific expressions are terms or phrases that
contain temporal components but that are not temporal
expressions in a formal sense. They can be observed
throughout the medical narrative. For example, clinical
symptoms such as ‘‘night orthopnea,’’ ‘‘morning sickness

upon rising’’ typically occur during a specific portion of
the day. In the statement ‘‘he was assessed with a 24-hour
urine,’’ ‘‘24-hour urine’’ is laboratory test examining the
urine produced in a one day period. The statement ‘‘She

has fibroid tumors, and her uterus is close to five-month
pregnancy size,’’ describes the size of a tumor (‘‘five-
month pregnancy’’). Pulse (e.g. 72 beats per minute)
and respiratory rate (e.g. 16 breaths per minute) are
essentially medical observations, which have regular
rates per time unit. These expressions, therefore, have
independent meaning, represent specific medical con-
cepts, and do not pin events to a timeline or link events;
for these reasons, medical specific expression, while
important to consider in medical NLP, were not repre-
sented in the temporal constraint structure.

4.3.2. Age

The age of a patient and his/her relatives constitutes
a very important piece of temporal information in
medicine. It affects not only the diagnosis but also
treatment plans and prognosis. As such, clinicians usu-
ally declare patient�s age at the beginning of a report.
The family history section of a typical history and
physical also may contain the ages of a patient�s family
members (e.g. ‘‘she has a sister who died of breast can-

cer at age 36’’). In addition, age can be used to indicate
the time in a description (e.g. ‘‘The patient had an

appendectomy at age 15’’). Age can also be vague, such
as ‘‘since childhood’’ or ‘‘during his thirties.’’ However,
if we know the patient�s birth date, then the calendar
time in which the event occurred could be easily calcu-
lated. One possible implementation would be to model
age as having an anchor that is the patient�s birth date,
with a time unit and a quantity indicating the patient�s
age.

4.3.3. Location

Location, while not a temporal expression, often indi-
cates temporal change in the medical narrative. In addi-
tion, clinicians sometimes use hospital location to
organize medical events during a patient�s inpatient stay.
The statement, ‘‘he was transferred to the CCU (Coro-

nary care unit) for further management and therapy,’’
indicates that events stated before this sentence were
temporally before events which occurred in the CCU
following this sentence.

4.4. Evaluation of the temporal constraint structure

Overall, 1961 out of 2022 (97%) temporal expressions
identified in 100 discharge summaries by a single coder
(LZ) were effectively modeled using the temporal con-
straint structure. Three percent temporal expressions
that were not effectively modeled mainly include two
categories in Table 1: non-specific time (e.g. his mood
was lowest in the morning) and recurring time (e.g. he
felt guilty almost everyday). The subset of 50 expressions
evaluated by both coders (LZ, GH) yielded exact match
in 90%, partial match with trivial differences in 8% (e.g.
the name for an event), partial match with large differ-
ences in 2% (e.g. for the statement ‘‘the patient was

admitted on 2/3/88 for vomiting of blood,’’ both coders
encoded admission as an event. However, one coder
encoded vomiting of blood as another event which
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happened before admission, but another coder did not.),
and total mismatch in 0%.
5. Discussion

This study provides a methodological representation
of temporal expressions for the purposes of aiding the
development of future temporal reasoning systems with
NLP data in the clinical domain. This study represents
one of the few attempts to analyze and model temporal
expressions using a large clinical text corpus. Our corpus
analysis revealed a wide diversity of temporal expres-
sions in discharge summaries, which we classified into
natural categories. These expressions were then charac-
terized by their common features in a concise and
expressive way to construct the temporal constraint
structure in a grounded approach. The structure was
found to provide a comprehensive coverage in encoding
varied temporal expressions contained within the
corpus.

Several important issues concerning temporal expres-
sions narrative texts were observed in this study. We
demonstrated that some temporal information in clini-
cal text have characteristics in common to other do-
mains, such as expressions of date and time. Many
temporal expressions from discharge summaries, howev-
er, have unique characteristics. By categorizing temporal
expressions into different groups and calculating the fre-
quency of each category, our results provide a ‘‘big pic-
ture’’ of temporal expressions in discharge summaries,
which may benefit future researchers examining tempo-
ral information extraction in clinical narratives. As such,
certain expressions, which need not be considered for
medical narratives (e.g. century, millennia, and Before

Current Era), can be eliminated and medically relevant
expressions specific to these documents (e.g. ‘‘postop
day # 4’’) can be developed and represented.

Temporal granularity, which is central to temporal
reasoning, was found to have interesting characteristics
in our corpus of discharge summaries. We found that
clinicians use a variety of time granularities but that spe-
cific calendar dates were most prevalent. Most durations
were based on year or day. Our analysis also revealed a
set of key events which could often serve as temporal an-
chors, including admission, discharge, and operation.
While further investigations would be needed, these
observations and other work [38] suggest that in a par-
ticular clinical domain, such as that surrounding a spe-
cific disease (e.g. acute myocardial infarction) or a
certain therapy management (e.g. deep venous thrombo-

sis prophylaxis), a set of domain-specific key events
can be identified to assistant in temporal inference.

One of the central motivations of our structured data
approach was to provide a means by which temporal
reasoning systems can integrate further knowledge, pro-
duce important intermediate downstream constructs,
and ultimately derive general temporal implication. Fur-
thermore, having a structured representation means that
these formatted temporal expressions can be stored in a
clinical data warehouse and more easily used for diverse
medical informatics applications, such as information
retrieval, data summarization, temporal abstraction,
and other medical research.

Placing this work into an overall context, temporal
representation and reasoning using natural language
data have been associated with many fields, including
natural language understanding and processing, artifi-
cial intelligence, and medical science. Perhaps the two
best known attempts at representing temporal expres-
sions are the formalisms proposed by the TIDES
group [39], which developed a standard for the anno-
tation of temporal expressions, and the TimeML
group [40,41], which developed a language for repre-
senting events and temporal expressions in natural
language. While these formalisms represent important
contributions to the general field of temporal reason-
ing, their work cannot be directly compared, primarily
because the text corpus used by these groups was
news articles.

As previously established, natural language in medi-
cine is more restricted and well-defined than the general
domain [42], as it has been demonstrated to have a spe-
cific vocabulary, set of semantic relations, and, in some
cases, syntax. Although the comprehensive treatment of
temporal issues is essential to improving the perfor-
mance of medical NLP, implemented systems have used
instant-based, absolute-time frameworks [1,2]. Our pro-
posed representation has the potential to enable auto-
mated annotation and extraction of temporal
information by NLP systems.

One of the simple and powerful aspects of our pro-
posed representation model is that it maintains the ori-
ginal meaning of most expressions using a set of
consistent fields. This representation therefore maximiz-
es the expressive capability of the expressions placed
into the structure. The structure also successfully con-
nects temporal information with medical events by mod-
eling the time over which a medical event occurs as in
interval in which the ending time point(s) constrain each
medical event.

As a next step, the temporal constraint structure
could be integrated with current medical NLP systems.
At our institution, for example, MedLEE [15,16,18]
has been applied to process a wide range of medical
texts. It uses a frame-based representation and employs
a vocabulary and a grammar to extract information for
narrative text. The statement ‘‘his cough started two
weeks before admission’’ is encoded by MedLEE using
a limited temporal schema previously. The temporal
constraint structure, allows for more sophisticated tem-
poral encoding which maintains the original meaning of
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the expression. Using the same example, the structured
output would be:
problem: cough

temporal constraint:
 event_point = ‘‘start’’
relation = ‘‘before’’

quantity = ‘‘2’’

time_unit = ‘‘week’’

direction = ‘‘minus’’

interval_operatior = ‘‘jump’’

anchor = ‘‘admission’’

anchor_point = ‘‘start’’
We have implemented this as a pre-processing step so
that the design of MedLEE would not need to be mod-

ified, as the temporal constraint structure is added as a
modifier to the primary information in the top level
frames.

The addition of several areas of knowledge and rea-
soning, which will be required to ultimately accomplish
temporal resolution using constraint-based approaches
such as the STP, is facilitated with this representation
structure that provides temporal information in an
accessible, coded format. As was illustrated in our treat-
ment of the discharge summary corpus, temporal infor-
mation is often vague. Some temporal expressions have
vagueness qualifiers such as ‘‘about’’ or indefinite num-
bers such as ‘‘many.’’ Previously, we modeled vagueness
by widening the limits of the constraints based on our
experience [24]. We believe that rules should be made
depending upon textual context, the specific study do-
main, and with increasing research experience. As such,
vagueness is not directly represented in the temporal
constraint structure, and we attempt to maintain the ori-
ginal meaning of the temporal expressions, so that high-
er-level temporal reasoning systems can have maximal
flexibility for dealing with these expressions.

Similarly, while the majority of constraint structures
included in our results was derived from explicit tempo-
ral assertions, assertions in natural language are often
implicit. Some constraints are based on domain knowl-
edge and assumptions. For example, death is instanta-
neous, so the finish of death is equal to the start. To
obtain this implicit information, linguistic and domain
knowledge must be utilized based on the source of the
data and the specific medical domain. In addition, fur-
ther processing and addition of higher-level domain
knowledge need to be added to resolves expressions such
as ‘‘now,’’ ‘‘today,’’ or other expressions referred in our
representation as narrative references.

The medical events that we modeled were historical
events. Discharge summaries contain some hypothetical
events, such as therapeutic plans, follow-up plans, and
prognosis. Instead of modeling these events separately,
we represent the statement of these hypothetical events.
While beyond the scope of this paper, NLP techniques,
such as temporal discourse analysis in conjunction with
medical domain knowledge, may be required to resolve
some of these issues.

We have previously demonstrated that temporal
expressions in discharge summaries can be modeled as a
simple temporal problem [24]. Temporal assertions
encoded in the proposed temporal constraint structure
can easily be used with the addition of reasoning formal-
isms based on constraint-based techniques, especially
STPs. An STP involves a set of variables, X1, . . .,Xn. Each
variable represents a time point, where a time point may
be a start or end time of some events. A constraint bounds
the distance between two time points and could be denot-
ed as a 6 Xi � Xj 6 b, where Xi and Xj are two time
points, interval [a,b] represents the constraint, and the
inequalities can be strict and non-strict, < and 6, respec-
tively. A special time point, X0 is ‘‘the origin.’’ Times are
relative to X0; thus a point Xi in absolute time can be an-
chored with the constraint: d 6 Xi � X0 6 d, where d is
the duration from X0 to Xi. An STP can be represented
by a distance graph, Gd = (V,Ed), in which vertices repre-
sent variables and each edge is labeled by an interval rep-
resenting the constraint in inequalities form as shown in
Fig. 1. Solving an STP involves finding a solution of lin-
ear inequalities on the variables. A shortest path algo-
rithm is applied to solve the linear inequalities. The
time complexity of solving STPs is O(n3).

In our current representation, the fields event_point

and anchor are variables Xi and Xj, representing time
points. The constraint structure specifies a set of intervals
(e.g. (14, 1) means greater than 14 time units) and
constrains time points. As such, the constraint structure
for the statement ‘‘his cough started at least two

weeks before admission’’ shown before would be
translated to a constraint represented by an interval: 14

days 6 Xstart_of_admission – Xstart_of_cough 61 . The set of
points and constraints from a set of expressions can
then be represented in a network as shown in Fig. 1. By
applying so-called all-pairs-shortest-paths algorithm,
the consistency of the network is checked and more
temporal information is produced [24]. The results of
our current analysis revealed that the great majority of
events in discharge summaries are historical and without
temporal disjunctions, so the STP would be sufficient to
represent temporal assertions in discharge summaries.

It is important to also note that the temporal con-
straint structure can support other formalisms beyond
the STP. Temporal disjunctions can be represented
using this structure by simply noting ‘‘or’’ among the
related temporal structures. Therefore, the temporal
constraint structure could support the general TCSP,
and so could be used even if it is necessary to provide
a more expressive way of modeling time than we have
described here. Similarly, constraint networks in Vilain
and Kautz�s point algebra [32] are a special case of a
TCSP, lacking metric information, which could be
supported with the constraint structure by ignoring
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durations. Moreover, Allen�s interval algebra represents
the start and end times of an event with a pair of time
points (Xi and Xj). The allowed relations between pairs
of variables are taken from the 13 interval relations (be-
fore, meets, overlaps, during, starts, finishes, and their
inverses and equal). As such, our temporal constraint
structure could be implemented to model a constraint
between two Allen intervals (e.g. A equal B), where
A = [Xm,Xn] and B = [Xp,Xq] using four variables (e.g.
(Xm equal Xp) and (Xn equal Xq)) [34]. In other words,
the representation we have introduced here can capture
the temporal information in all commonly used tempo-
ral representations.

A limitation of this study is its exclusive use of dis-
charge summaries. While this study does not explicitly
examine other types of electronically available clinical
texts such as radiology reports, pathology reports, and
operative notes, it has been our experience that these re-
ports are relatively short and contain much simpler tem-
poral information compared with discharge summaries.
Most temporal expressions in these documents are abso-
lute date or time expressions, and it is our belief that this
model could be easily applied to these other reports.
Another limitation is that both coders for our evaluation
are also co-developers, which might affect the assessment
of the reliability of coding. Therefore, the agreement in
this study might be higher than using other coders.
6. Conclusion

The proposed temporal constraint structure for rep-
resenting medical temporal expressions was able to effec-
tively encode most temporal expressions contained
within discharge summaries. The structure highly pre-
serves the original meaning of temporal information in
a complete and concise manner. Placing data within
the structure provides a foundational representation
upon which further reasoning, including the addition
of domain knowledge and other post-processing to
implement a STP, can be accomplished.
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